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Biography:
Violet Jacob (1863 - 1946) : Violet Kennedy-Erskine, born in 1863 at the House of Dun,
near Montrose. Her ancestral home appeared in some of her fiction, such as the novel
Flemington, and The Lairds of Dun. In 1894 she married Arthur Jacob, an Irishman in the
British Army, and they went to India with his regiment. They later travelled to Egypt, and
settled down in various parts of England. Jacob lost her only son, Harry, in the First World
War, and after her husband’s death in 1937, she returned to Angus, where she died in
1946, having received an honorary degree from Edinburgh University the year before.
Jacob’s literary début, The Sheepstealers,
Sheepstealers (1902) was well received, as was her next work,
The Interlopers,
Interlopers (1904) with its remarkable Scots dialogue. She also wrote children’s
books and romances, but is best known for Flemington
Flemington, (1911) which deals with the
Jacobite Rising of 1745 – a recurring theme in Scottish literature, which has featured in
the oeuvre of Scott, Stevenson, and the like.
Jacob was also a gifted short story writer and renowned for her Scots vernacular poetry,
which appeared in several volumes, and was published by Hugh MacDiarmid and John
Buchan. Recent critics appreciate the richness of her poetry, which draws on folk song and
ballad traditions, and offers serious, radical as well as sentimental elements.
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Contexts
Violet Jacob wrote much of her work in Scots and spent most of her adult life abroad.
She is most well-known now for her novels – the greatest of which is considered to be
Flemington – but she wrote poetry too, five volumes of it published in her lifetime. For
long enough her work was out of print, but a resurgence of interest in women’s literature
in the late 20th century, coupled with an urge to give Scottish women writers the
recognition they have long lacked, has led to the re-publication of some of her fiction and
a rehabilitation of her critical standing.
As a female writer, an aristocrat, and an exile Jacob was familiar with marginal situations
and this comes across as a major theme in her work. Much of her fiction deals with
marginal characters – people who are outcasts, or who are excluded from power, who
exist on the fringes of their society. Similarly, much of her work is located in marginal
territory – land not specifically one place or another, but somewhere in between.
The one area of literary activity in which women have had the most influence, though that
fact has perhaps not been given proper recognition, is ballad. Historically, women were the
keepers of the ballad tradition: mothers passing on songs to their daughters. Burns, Hogg
and Scott made their reputations collecting ballads, but the tradition remains a female one
and its hallmarks can be seen on Jacob’s poetry.
Writing in Scots wasn’t unheard of in Jacob’s time (around the end of the 19th century),
but for a woman of the aristocracy it would have been considered vulgar or common, and
simply dreadful English. This drew a young Christopher Murray Grieve – who would later
metamorphose into Hugh MacDiarmid – to her work and that of fellow poet Marion
Angus. He published some of their work in his literary magazine, Northern Numbers, but
he didn’t associate himself too closely with their work, perhaps because his own literary
ambitions were much more political, and he wanted to be seen as a pioneer of the revival
of Scots.
Jacob and Angus and others showed that it was possible to write clear, sophisticated
poetry of lasting literary worth in the Scots language without resorting to kailyard cliché.
Jacob is certainly interesting to us today for the influence she had on MacDiarmid, but she
must be viewed as an artist on her own terms. Her several novels and collections of short
stories, 5 volumes of poetry, her diaries and travel writings give us a picture of an artist of
wide and varied talent.
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Craigo Woods:
Craigo Woods, wi’ the splash o’ the cauld rain beatin’
I’ the back end o’ the year
When the clouds hang laigh wi’ the weicht o’ their load o’ greetin’
And the autumn wind’s asteer;
Ye may stand like ghaists, ye may fa’ i’ the blast that’s cleft ye
To rot i’ the chilly dew,
But when will I mind on aucht since the day I left ye
Like I mind on you – on you?
Glossary: Laigh: low; weicht: weight; Asteer: astir, in motion; Ghaists: ghosts; fa’: fall; Mind: remember; aucht: anything

Craigo Woods, i’ the licht o’ September sleepin’
And the saft mist o’ the morn,
When the hairst climbs to yer feet, an the sound o’ reapin’
Comes up frae the stookit corn,
And the braw reid puddock-stules are like jewels blinkin’
And the bramble happs ye baith,
O what do I see, i’ the lang nicht, lyin’ an’ thinkin’
As I see yer wraith – yer wraith?
Glossary: Licht: light; Saft: soft; Hairst: harvest; Stookit: bundles; Braw: splendid; reid: red puddock-stules: toad-stools;
Happs: shelters; baith: both; Lang: long; nicht: night; Wraith: spectre

There’s a road to a far-aff land, an’ the land is yonder
Whaur a’ men’s hopes are set;
We dinna ken foo lang we maun hae to wander,
But we’ll a’ win to it yet;
An’ gin there’s woods o’ fir an’ the licht atween them,
I winna speir its name,
But I’ll lay me doon by the puddock-stules when I’ve seen them,
An’ I’ll cry ‘I’m hame – I’m hame!”
Glossary: Whaur: where; Dinna: do not; ken: know; foo: how; maun: must; hae: have; Win to it: get there Gin: if;
Speir: ask
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There is something haunting happening in this poem. We find ‘ghaists’ in line 5, ‘wraith’
repeated in line 16. Is the poet haunted by the place? Is the speaker present in the
landscape or is it a memory? Does this place only exist as a ghost in her mind now?
There is a distinct feeling of other-worldliness running through the poem. One of the first
images of the poem has the clouds hanging “laigh wi’ the wecht o’ their load o’ greetin’”
– a deeply sorrowful image which manages almost to personify the clouds: we imagine
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them perhaps as a crowd of people with their heads bowed in mourning. The autumn
boyfriend
wind is restless, unhappy. Something’s changing. The use ofJoe:
pathetic
fallacy to foreground
the feelings of the poet is a well-worn one, but we appreciate this poem for the freshness
Kent: knew;
na: nothing
of the imagery. We’ve all experienced a day like that in Scotland
and Jacob’s
skill brings it
clearly to our imaginations.
Gae’d: went
We wonder who the poem is addressed to. Certainly its title and much of the content
Guidmen:
gentlemen;
kissed
suggests that it is a poem to Craigo Woods, possibly an area
near her
home inkistit:
Montrose.
Deils:
lichtsome:
enlivening
We know she spent a great deal of time in India and Egypt,
anddevils;
eventually
settled
in
England. Perhaps it is a poem written to remind her of this place. If it is addressed to the
woods, then they begin to take on certain human qualities.
Brawlike: handsome; chiels: boys
Aiblins:
In line 5 the poet addresses Craigo Woods: we can imagine
treesmaybe
in low cloud, perhaps
some mist, standing “like ghaists”. The poem continues: “ye may fa’ i’ the blast that’s cleft
ye” – again, we can imagine trees uprooted in strong wind, littering the forest, rotting
Bonnet: of
capthe image in line 5.
“i’ the chilly dew”. But we are struck by the exceptional violence
Cock: settle;
brow
The words ‘blast’ and ‘cleft’ are strongly consonantal, with quick
sharp bree:
vowels
and really
foreground the wrench of separation of the trees from their soil.
The notion of separation is key in this poem and we don’t have to look much further to
Wark:
trouble
find it again. In line 7 the poet asks: “But when will I mind on
aucht
since the day I left ye/
Like I mind on you – on you”. In other words: when will I remember anything else the way
I remember you. It is a lyric to a beloved. The use of repetition here – a device we will find
lad the words, and reminds
at the end of each verse – really underscores the emotionLoon:
behind
us of a love song.
strong;
een:But
eyes
The beginning of the second verse re-establishes contact Stoot:
with the
place.
this time,
Gowd:
gold
it’s a much more gentle image. In place of the “cauld rain beatin’” we find Craigo Woods
Nor:
than cation, but this is
“i’ the licht o’ September sleepin’”. Again, there is the use of
personifi
a much more peaceful incarnation than the previous verse. The mournful clouds are
replaced by “saft mists”. There is a subtle parallelism at work between verse one and
pin verse one’s “load o’
two that really makes the contrast in mood stand out: e.g.Preen:
compare
Preened: attached
greetin’” with verse two’s “sound o’ reapin’”.
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This is a landscape which is alive in so many ways. Nothing is still. Perhaps it is the live
Taklifeyou
tent:–pay
to; the
associations that the place has for the poet, the vibrancy of
there
notattention
to mention
weather. From the cold rain beating down and the autumnmind:
windremember;
stirring inforbye:
verse as
onewell
to
Dochter:
daughter;
bairn:
child
the “hairst [climbing] to your feet”. Even the “braw reid puddock-stules” are described as
“jewels blinkin” – another use of personification here, which also gives us the image of a
forest floor dappled with sun-light.
At the end of the second verse, the beautiful, gentle images give way to something slightly
more sinister as the poet thinks of the woods as a “wraith” – with the word hauntingly
repeated. In folklore a wraith is the spectral appearance of someone who is still living and
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is it generally considered to be a warning that the person’s death is imminent. We might
recall too that the poem takes place at harvest time, or autumn – a time of year when
the annual cycle of life is drawing to a close, things begin to die off and rot. There is also a
sense of hopefulness to harvest-time. Change is a good thing, renewal of the land as well
as a kind of spiritual renewal are positive and enriching processes, even though they might
be a bit painful at the time. For this poet, things are definitely moving on.
Movement as a theme emerges more and more in the poem until the beginning of verse
three when we are told of “a road to a far-aff land”. Now this theme is transposed from
the movement of elements in the landscape to the speaker in the poem. The other-wordly
feel becomes more literal – a place “yonder/ whaur a’ men’s hopes are set.”
Formally, the poem moves, too. The patterns established in the first two verses are broken.
Verse three doesn’t begin with “Craigo Woods”, but significantly with the “road to a far-aff
land”. We are being taken out of the specific locality of the woods towards a different kind
of landscape. What is it? Is it literally a different country? From what we know of the poet’s
life, this is possible. Perhaps she is being taken away from her beloved home to a foreign
country. Perhaps the “we” in the third line of the final stanza is herself and her husband
whose work in the military necessitated their travel. Or is she including the reader here?
Isn’t this journey also a metaphorical one – the journey of life towards understanding,
towards self-knowledge? On life’s journey no-one knows “foo lang we maun hae to
wander” – but we know that eventually “we’ll a’ win to it”.
In the last few lines we are presented with a scene strongly reminiscent of Craigo
Woods – with “woods o’ fir an’ the licht atween them” and, a few lines down, the familiar
puddock-stules. But it’s obviously somewhere else and the poet “winna speir its name”
– again, the use of personification. Perhaps to name the place would be restrict it, to label
it as somewhere else, to consciously rob her of the conceit that she has come home. It is
enough to know that we have arrived. In these lines Jacob seems to anticipate the great
Modernist poet TS Eliot, whose poem Little Gidding contains the lines: “the end of all our
exploring/ Will be to arrive where we started/And know the place for the first time.”
Jacob’s homecoming in Craigo Woods is a similarly spiritual one.
In Craigo Woods Jacob has created a deeply emotional evocation of place – but the
poem remains totally devoid of sentimentality. The woods are a powerful physical and
psychical presence throughout the poem and can stand for Scotland as a whole. Indeed,
one may universalise the poem to the experience of anyone who has known separation
and loss, and the yearning to become re-united.
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Change o’ Deils:
My Grannie spent a merry youth,
She niver wantit for a joe,
An gin she tell’t me aye the truth,
Richt little was’t she kent na o’.
An’ while afore she gae’d awa’
To bed her doon below the grass,
Says she, ‘Guidmen I’ve kistit twa,
But a change o’ deils is lichtsome, lass!
Sae dinna think to maister me,
For Scotland’s fu’ o’ brawlike chiels,
And aiblins ither folk ye’ll see
Are fine an’ pleased to change their deils.

Kent: knew; na: nothing
Gae’d: went
Guidmen: gentlemen; kistit: kissed
Deils: devils; lichtsome: enlivening
Brawlike: handsome; chiels: boys
Aiblins: maybe

Aye, set yer bonnet on yer heid,
An’ cock it up upon yer bree,
O’ a’ yer tricks ye’ll hae some need
Afore ye get the best o’ me!

Bonnet: cap
Cock: settle; bree: brow

Sma’ wark to fill yer place I’d hae,
I’ll seek a sweethe’rt i’ the toon,
Or cast my he’rt across the Spey
An’ tak some pridefu’ Heiland loon.

Wark: trouble

I ken a man has hoose an’ land,
His arm is stoot, his een are blue
A ring o’ gowd is on his hand,
An’ he’s a bonnier man nor you!
But hoosie an’ gear an’ land an’ mair,
He’d gie them a’ to get the preen
That preened the flowers in till my hair
Beside the may-bush yestere’en.’
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Joe: boyfriend

Jist tak’ you tent, an’ mind forbye,
The braw guid sense my Grannie had,
My Grannie’s dochter’s bairn am I,
An a change o’ deils is lichtsome, lad!
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Loon: lad
Stoot: strong; een: eyes
Gowd: gold
Nor: than
Preen: pin
Preened: attached
Tak you tent: pay attention to;
mind: remember; forbye: as well
Dochter: daughter; bairn: child
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Further Reading
Scotstext!
Excellent new internet resource. Features plenty of Jacobs poems online and a full
discussion of her work. The rest of the site explores some of Scotland’s less well-known
poets.
http://www.scotstext.org/makars/violet_jacob/
Scottish Libraries
Good general introduction to Jacob.
http://www.slainte.org.uk/scotauth/jacobdsw.htm
People of Angus
Local council website with a biography of Jacob and a short discussion of her work.
Website contains info on other luminaries from Angus area, including Peter Pan author JM
Barrie
http://www.angus.gov.uk/history/features/people/jmbarrie.htm
The following websites will be of general interest to the student of Scottish literature:
Scottish Literary Tour Trust
Featuring an extensive section on the Makars’ Literary Tour
http://www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
National Library of Scotland
Homepage of the NLS.
http://www.nls.uk/
Scottish Poetry Library
A very attractively laid out website with information on some of the major poets of the
20th century along with detailed readings of their best-known works.
http://www.spl.org.uk/index.html
SLAINTE
The name stands for Scottish Librarians Across the Internet. This excellent site features
brief, well-written biographies of many of the great Scottish writers.
http://www.slainte.org.uk/Scotauth/scauhome.htm
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Scots Online
From essays to an online dictionary this is a web-based resource with everything you
could possibly need to know about the Scots language and how it is used.
http://www.scots-online.org/
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Shudder at the Niffer
An essay in Scots about Scots.
http://www.fleimin.demon.co.uk/Bletherskite/Shudder_At_The_Niffer.htm
Gaelic & Scottish Connections
A resource on Gaelic language and culture, featuring poetry and essays and an online
dictionary.
http://www.gaelicscottish.com/
Electric Scotland
Electric Scotland is a real mixed bag of Scottish paraphernalia with nationalist overtones.
This page in particular allows you to hear and read complete Scots poems, from
MacDiarmid to Dunbar.
http://www.electricscotland.com/si/features/scots/complete.htm
Literature links
An encyclopaedic web of links to Scots magazines, monuments, libraries and languages.
http://www.burryman.com/scotland.html - lit
Project Gutenberg
This is a web-based publisher of copyright expired books.
http://www.ibiblio.org/gutenberg/cgi-bin/sdb/t9.cgi/
Poetry Archive
A good, user-friendly site, sponsored by a bookseller, which features examples from some
of the best poets in the world.
http://www.poetry-archive.com/
Poem Index
Almost 900 poems in the English language from 13th to 19th centuries.
http://tcsu.trin.cam.ac.uk/~john/pgbev/html-interface/full-index.html
Representative Poetry On-line
An enormous and easy to use resource based at the University of Toronto featuring
alphabetical and chronological lists of 450 poets with substantial selections of their work.
http://eir.library.utoronto.ca/rpo/display/poet42.html
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Scottish PEN
The name stands for Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists and Novelists and exists to
promote the friendly co-operation between writers in the interests of freedom of
expression throughout the world.
http://www.scottishpen.org/
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Writers’ Portraits
Photographic and biographical pen portraits of some of Scotland’s greatest writers.
http://www.nls.uk/writestuff/

Anthologies
The Book of Prefaces
edited and glossed by Alasdair Gray
Bloomsbury (2000)
Every home should have one. Dust jacket contains this advice: “Warning to Parents,
Teachers, Librarians, Booksellers. Do not let smart children handle this book. It will help
them pass examinations without reading anything else.”
The Faber Book of Twentieth Century Scottish Poetry
Edited by Douglas Dunn
Faber & Faber (1992)
A detailed account of the dramatic transformations the Scottish verse underwent in the
previous century, with an enlightening introduction by Dunn.
The New Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Robert Crawford and Mick Imlah
Penguin (2000)
A beautifully presented chronology of some of the greatest Scottish poetry, from the 6th
century to the present.
The Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Tom Scott
Penguin (1970)
Earlier incarnation of above, edited by Scott – a recent inductee to Makars’ Court.
Contains the infamous and controversial rude verse attributed to Burns. Makes for an
interesting comparison with Crawford & Imlah’s anthology.
An Anthology of Scottish Women Poets
Edited by Catherine Kerrigan
Edinburgh University Press (1991)
Covers folksong, ballad, Scots and Anglo-Scots, from the middle ages to contemporary
poets.
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Studies and Criticism
Scottish Literature
eds Douglas Gifford, et al
Edinburgh University Press (2002)
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This is all just about all you need to know about Scottish literature. A comprehensive, and
very readable book. Excellent.
The Mainstream Companion to Scottish Literature
Trevor Royle
Mainstream (1993)
Alphabetically arranged standard reference on Scottish literature.
Modern Scottish Literature
Alan Bold
Longman (1983)
Learned, erudite discussion of the major writers and texts of Scottish literature in the 20th
century. Brilliant study material for Higher English.
Imagine a City: Glasgow In Fiction
Moira Burgess
Argyll (1998)
The definitive work on Glasgow’s place in Scottish literature, written by the author of the
Makars Court Tour script.
A History of Scottish Women’s Writing
edited by Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan
Edinburgh University Press (1997)
This is the best book around for Scottish women’s writing at the moment. Tone can be a
bit academic in places.

Contacts
For further information about this project contact:
Morris Paton
Scottish Literary Tour Trust.
Suite 2, 97b West Bow
Edinburgh EH1 2JP
E-mail: info@scot-lit-tour.co.uk
Web: www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
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